Notice inviting quotations

Sealed quotations are invited for the purchase of “INTEL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SUITE STUDENT EDITION FOR LINUX OS CLASSROOM (FLOATING, 25 SEATS)”

Terms and conditions

1. **SUBMISSION OF QUOTATIONS:** Quotations should be sent to the below mentioned address in a sealed cover with our NIQ reference marked on the top. The Sealed cover should contain separate quotations for “Technical Bid” and “Financial Bid” in two separate envelopes. The “Technical Bid” envelop should not contain any financial information. **The quote should be in INR only.**

   The Authorization Certificate specific to this tender from the OEM should be included in the technical Bid.

   The quotation should reach **HEAD, COMPUTER SERVICES CENTRE, IIT DELHI, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016** on or before **09.07.2014** upto 4 P.M.

2. **DELIVERY:** Maximum time of delivery is 4 weeks after the receipt of Supply Order.

3. **PAYMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS:** 100% payment will be made after delivery and successful testing subject to release and installation.

4. **TECHNICAL INFORMATION:** Attach all the necessary technical literature with the “Technical Bid" Only

5. **VALIDITY OF QUOTATIONS:** 90 Days

---

*Dr. Pragya Jain  
(Chairperson, PFC)*